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“PROCEDIMENTO” 1965/17 CURRENTLY UNDER MOD. 45 – PROCURA DI PERUGIA

ESPOSTO / CRIMINAL COMPLAINT
Also on “Procedimento” n. 21245/16 - Procura della Repubblica di Roma
New illegal hacking instances into US and other foreign cyber spaces by CNAIPIC officers on behalf of Procura della Repubblica di
Roma, its former Chief Giuseppe Pignatone, its Deputy Prosecutor Eugenio Albamonte. Potential relevance under Italian Criminal
Code, Art. 244; within its most serious section of possible negative impact on US-Italian diplomatic relations.
Potential connection to SpyGate investigations by US DOJ AG William Barr and US DOJ Prosecutor John Durham.

THURSDAY OCTOBER 10, 2019

Dear Dott.ssa Miliani,
I follow up on my several previous complaints about prosecutors at Procura della
Repubblica di Roma, their judiciary police Polizia Postale and CNAIPIC; whose hacking
practices into US and other foreign cyber spaces have been extensively detailed to you.
These hacks are in my opinion being operated outside the boundaries of the Budapest
Convention and in most cases with no prior authorization by foreign judiciary counterparts.
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It is therefore assumed along this document that, by order of former Chief Prosecutor
of Procura di Perugia Luigi De Ficchy, all this documentation you have shared with foreign
judiciary counterparts and, in particular, with the US Department of Justice, being DOJ
among the recipients of this complaint.
Besides enlisting several hacking crimes against US individuals and corporate entities,
committed by prosecutors and Polizia Postale in Rome, contained in my previous
expositions, those documents also exposed to you how these individuals are all connected
to the Link Campus University and also to Prof. Joseph Mifsud; whose search is currently
the focus of investigations by AG William Barr and Prosecutor John Durham. In particular,
former Director of Polizia Postale Roberto Di Legami, who conducted the investigation in
our case (N. 21245/2016 RGNR, colorfully dubbed “EyePyramid”) and who is responsible for
the attacks to the Westlands Securities servers in Washington state and in West Virginia, is
also reported in the narrative of the meetings between George Papadopoulos and the Link
Campus infiltrators.
Even more worrisome is the fact that the lead prosecutor in the EyePyramid
investigation, another Link Campus contributor, Eugenio Albamonte went as far as giving
conference talks where he clearly depicted by graphics how US Elections 2016 were stolen.
Apart from the traditional attitude of some Italian magistrates at being politicized, this
reveals the fact that Albamonte was expressing his personal, grave and unsubstantiated
views; all happening as much as a month before the appointment of Special Counsel Robert
Mueller.
https://twitter.com/g_occhionero/status/1161375370047873024?s=20
Wasn’t all the above dazzling enough to worry the Italian Government and Procura di
Perugia, about the dangerous implications of this behavior by the aforementioned
individuals per Art. 244, we have recently discovered that Albamonte and CNAIPIC have
conducted new, more recent, fresh attacks that were not detailed in my previous expositions
to you.
In particular, on Friday October 5 2019, my lawyers Stefano Parretta and Roberto
Bottacchiari entered into possession of new material deposited by prosecutor Albamonte
at Tribunale del Riesame di Roma. It consists of four volumes (two on paper and two on
magnetic support “Tiap”). As you are perfectly aware, Albamonte refrained to deposit this
material (because he knew he committed crimes) and he only did so when we filed criminally
against him with Procura di Perugia for “Omissione di Atti d’Ufficio”; reason why you are
investigating him now, along with the other predicates.
It is strikingly clear from paper Volume 1 of Tribunale del Riesame material, pages 1
to 3, (attached to this document, Allegato 1) that in May 2018 PM Albamonte ordered to
take control of a number of online accounts. CNAIPIC officer Andrea Caruso operated
accordingly and created a Gmail account cnaipic.pg@gmail.com to be substituted in these
accounts in order to take ownership of them and to replace the legit owner.
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It is therefore absolutely evident that the Italian prosecutors and judiciary police of
the above case do violate foreign cyber spaces bypassing judiciary assistance from foreign
partners. Furthermore, it has to be assumed that these are only a subset of the attacks
conducted by CNAIPIC and Albamonte. At least DropBox.com and Box.com are clearly US
online services which have been violated by order of Procura di Roma. There are however
also several mentions of 4shared.com, cloud.me and free-hidrive.com which must be
prosecuted and must be transmitted to the respective foreign judiciary counterparts for
legal action.
This is the reason why, during interrogations with you and your IT consultant
Giovanni Nazzaro, I warmly solicited you to also verify the many hacking attempts into my
servers beginning in summer 2016 (at least) and never enlisted in judiciary documents by
Procura di Roma.
The fact then that Nazzaro has never made this investigation into these attacks only
piles more suspect on him; especially after we have discovered that Polizia Postale has been,
and perhaps still is, his client. Shielding these crimes within the role of a judiciary IT
consultant might be relevant under either Italian or US criminal codes; perhaps both.
In my many expositions to you and Procura di Perugia over the last two plus years, I
have also solicited you several times to adopt preliminary “misure cautelari” that would
impede the reiteration of these cyber crimes by Albamonte and CNAIPIC. Failure to do so
has made the insurgence of new instances of the above criminal conducts possible; and
perhaps even their daily reiteration; while I am writing this letter.
If you also read the transcripts of my phone calls by CNAIPIC (contained in the second
paper volume) you will find that the purpose of my phone taping is not that of a real
investigation but rather that of getting advance knowledge of my criminal filings against
them. Therefore, Procura di Perugia is deliberately, or de facto, letting people under its
investigation to be ahead of its investigation; with a paradoxical inversion of
suspect/investigator roles.
Finally, along this documentation of Tribunale del Riesame it is mostly clear that,
while CNAIPIC and Albamonte report names and correspondence of European judiciary
counterparts, an effort has been done by them to shield names and correspondence
concerning our servers rogatory with the relevant FBI and US Department of Justice officers.
Procura di Roma only shows FBI and DOJ officers in Rome, in fact.
While no one of us is so naive to believe this has happened by chance, I suspect our
digging will eventually lead to discover the same names of the people involved in the fake
Russiagate, now better called SpyGate, like: Bruce Ohr, Peter Strzok, Andrew McCabe and
others.
Should this happen, it will just be one more proof that Italian prosecutors were
cooperating in an attempt at ousting a duly elected US President, thus clearly falling within
the definition of Art. 244 “Atti Ostili verso uno Stato Estero”; which has now been sitting on
the desks of Procura di Perugia for about two years, under unexplained Models 45.
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It is finally untolerable that within proc. 21245/16 RGNR, GIP Maria Paola Tomaselli,
along with judges of the first “personal” Tribunale del Riesame (President Gianluca Soana,
relator Maria Viscito and judge Lorenzo Ferri), the judge of the trial Dott.ssa Antonella
Bencivinni (IX Sezione Penale) along with the judges of the last Riesame “reale” (President
Bruno Azzolini, relator Maria Viscito, and Debora Sulpizi) in Rome, for over three years, have
systematically failed to detect the crimes committed by their colleague Albamonte, and have
always worked on a file deeply infected by crimes, by turning their blind eye to it. It is time
Procura di Perugia proceeds on this matter as well.
I am available to provide you with more information either via my attorneys or
directly; within the constraints of my currently working in Abu Dhabi, UAE.

Regards,

Giulio Occhionero

Within my own right as an American citizen
who wants to see justice restored,
Francesca Occhionero
OUR LAWYERS:
Roberto Bottacchiari
Via Oslavia 28
00195 Rome, ITALY
robertobottacchiari@ordineavvocatiroma.org
Office
+39 (06) 37351107
Mobile +39 (335) 676-2334
Stefano Parretta
Piazzale Clodio 12
00195 Rome, ITALY
stefanoparretta@ordineavvocatiroma.org
Office
+39 (06) 3751-3292
Mobile +39 (335) 657-2460
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